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Abstract

The Coulomb displacement energy of the T - 4, J - 0 state of
48

the Ca is analyzed. Modifying a previous method of the

calculation of the core polarization correction, it is found

that the charge symmetry breaking force, which is introduced

previously so as to help explain the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly

of the T » 1/2 system, is also needed in this system, while

there still exists an ambituity in the type of the force.

The Coulomb Displacement Energy (CDE) is the binding energy

difference between the parent and its isobaric analog states.

Under the assumption of the charge independence of the nuclear

force, this is regarded as a difference betK»en electro-magnetic

(en) energies of these states. The CDE has been studied by many

authors with the employment of the Coulomb force. The major

properties of the CDE have been well understood. Moreover,

fruitful information on the nuclear charge radius has been

obtained through these studies. However, with the improvement

in the accuracy of experimental data of the nuclear charge

distribution and of the binding energy of the nucleus, a serious

disagreement between the theoretically calculated em energy

difference and the experimental CDE has been pointed out.1'

This disagreement (4i.lO t) is far beyond the experimental error

and moreover it appears throughout the periodic table with thb

same sign. This is the so-called Nolen-Schif fer anomaly. Many

attempts have been made to explain the anomaly by the inclusion

of many other em corrections such as the core polarization

correction and many body correlations, and by the introduction

of a charge symmetry breaking (CSB) force. '

In the previous papers we have shown, with the employment

of realistic Bartree-Fock (BF) single particle (SP) wave functions,

that the only possible and consistent resolution of the anomaly

of T « 1/2 and T - 1 systems is obtainable with an introduction

of a simple phenomenological CSB force. ' In this paper we

extend our investigation to the CDE of the f7/2
 o f the Ca.

One of the main points of this work is to provide a consistent



and reasonable estimation of the core polarization correction

and of the higher order Coulomb perturbation energy for a large

isospin T nucleus. Another point we wish to make is to show

that a phenomenological CSB force, which has been introduced

previously so as to help explain the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly,

is also needed to explain the CDE of this system. Moreover,

since the previously introduced CSB force has an ambiguity in

its type, (in T « 1/2 systems the CSB force of the V (proton-

proton type) gives a same contribution to the CDE that obtained

by the -Vm (minus neutron-neutron type) if its magnitude is

fixed), we examine whether this ambiguity is resolved with this

system or not. Heie we assume that the T » 4, J = 0 state of

48the Ca has a simple R
) configuration, so that we can

compare the theoretically calculated s.p. CDE with the experimental

value directly.5'

A severe limitation of any HP calculations for N f Z nuclei

is the appearance of a spurious isospin mixing. Even though the

Coulomb force is switched off, the HF ground state for the N ? z

nucleus does not have a pure isospin, because only the t^T^

(not the full T-T' product) appears in the HF calculation.7'

The M-Z excess neutrons produce a symmetry potential which

becomes a charge symmetry violating potential in the framework

of the HP theory. Therefore we must eliminate this spurious

charge symmetry violating effect in the calculation of the CDE.

This may be understood as follows. Starting with a charge

independent nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction, we can derive

two sets of neutron and proton HF hamiltonians such as

and

VP

where gfN is the nuclear part of the HP hamiltonian and U

is the Coulomb part. Here the first set of equations with

a superfix is obtained by switching off the Coulomb force

(V * 0), while the second one is given by switching on the
* n

Coulomb force (V ? 0). in a j • ! core system the J( is

equal to the yj»N , so that the difference £_-£„ (with the

inclusion of other known charge dependent corrections) is called

the CDE of the state. In a N j< z core system, on the other hand,
o •

the Jf is not equal to the f( . Therefore, in general, the

difference £ -e does not correspond to the CDE. Since the CDEp n

should be given by the evaluation of the genuine Coulomb effect,

we define a theoretical sp CDE as follows

Since the e is almost equal to the e , this definitionn n

offers the following new computational method of the CDE.

1) All the charge dependent interaction energies should be

calculated with the HF sp wave function i|* of the hamiltonian

N

2) The core polarization correction is given by

ecp = ecp ~ ecp

p"*p' P



In a N - Z core system this equation agrees with that obtained

by N. V. Giai et al.8' The core polarization corrections for

sp states of the <8Ca core are evaluated in this manner with the

HF hamiltoriians generated by the Density-Matrix-Expansion (DUE)

and the Skyrme II interaction, ' and are shown in table I with

those of the Ca core. The core polarization correction obtained

for f7/2 states are almost constant for both core systems, while

its precise amount is quite sensitive to the nuclear interaction

employed. On the other hand, those for 2pj „, 2p^» a n d lf5/2

states are quite different for both core systems. This difference

is partly due to the weakly bound (or unbound) proton states in

the 40Ca core, and is partly due to the properties of the nuclear

interaction employed. The core polarization correction is an

interesting subject in the study of the nuclear effective

interaction.

with the charge independence breaking (CIB) component in the NN

interaction.11' The e C S B is circulated with the CSB forces

denoted V*2' in the previous paper. Since the CSB force has

an ambiguity in its type, we calculate two CSB energies. The

one with an index *' is calculated with Z » 20 core protons

(Vpp type) , and the other with an index b ) is obtained with

N - 28 core neutrons l""Vnn type). The total CDEs obtained are
AH 4fl

compared with the corresponding experimental value of the Sc- Ca

system. A good agreement is obtained with the inclusion of the

E C 1 B and the £CSB- This indicates that the CSB force, which

has been introduced so as to help explain the Nolen-Schiffer

anomaly in the T » 1/2 and T » 1 systems, is also playing an

important role in this large T system. The E C I B compensates

the E C S B for overestimation. In the case of the DUE the V type

3) The second order Coulomb perturbation energy is evaluated by

eper(oi) * z c a > B c a a

where | Aa> * | (i (a) >- 11 (a) > and a sum of q is taken over core

protons.

The CDEs of the T » 4 j = 0 state of the 48Ca core are

calculated with the $ qenerated with the DME and the Skyrme

II interaction, and are shown in table II. Here the c is

a sp Coulomb energy. The Acorr i* * sum of other em corrections

(finite proton size, em spin-orbit, vacuum polarization and

short range correlation) and the kinetic energy correction.

The E and the e r are evaluated with above calculational

methods. The energy E C I B is caused by the N-Z excess neutrons

In the case of the Skyrme II interaction, on the other hand,

we obtain an opposite conclusion. Therefore we cannot resolve

the ambiguity in the type of the CSB force from the present

calculation. Although the final answer for the CSB force will

be obtained by the future study of the nuclear force, the study

of the CDE may give a nice criterion to it.

The author thanks Professor T. Marumori for his warm

hospitality. The numerical calculation has been done by the

INS computer "FACOH H-180 II AD".
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Table I The core polarization corrections for

the Ca and Ca core systems calculated

with the DME and the Skyrme II interactions.

state\^

"7/2

2P3/2

2?l/2

"5/2

'op

-46

-294

-344

-396

••Ca

*cp

-101

-175

-231

-364

DME

ecp

55

-119

-113

-32

••Ca

Ecp

63

177

288

178

-29

-195

-194

-243

SKII

"Ca

6CP

-175

-230

-248

-330

£cp

140

35

54

87

"Ca

ecp

141

485

383

275

All quantities are in keV units.
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Table II The CDE of the T«4 J=0 state of the 48Ca

core calculated with the wave function t

generated by the DUE and the Skyrme II

interaction.

ec
Acorr
ecp
6per

ECIB
eCSB

total

Exp°>

DHE

6818

25

55
-73

-140±56

451a)

7136*56

595b'

7280±S6

SKII

6743

28

140
-49

-137±55

348a)

7078±55

7174±6

469b»

7199±55

All quantities are in keV units.

ECSBa) Assuming v°SB"Vpp> *•» E C R B is calculate with

Z«20 core protons.

b) Assuming v C S B — V m , the e C S B is calculated with

N*28 core neutrons.

c) Ret. 12) and 13).


